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Figure 23.  MBS and ABS Sector Recommendations

Sector Recommendation

Mortgages Versus Treasuries Maximum overweight. MBS OASs are about 60bp wider than typical precrisis levels versus our Treasury model (off-the-run)
curve, supply is dwindling, and the refinancing environment is benign.

Agency Pass-Throughs Modestly overweight 30-year conventionals versus 30-year Ginnie Maes and 15-year conventionals.
Seasoned pass-throughs offer value over TBAs. 1998 origination 6.5s and 7s, both in Ginnie Maes and conventionals, offer
significant OAS pickups over TBA issues. Investors who do not roll should focus on these slightly seasoned securities.
Sell volatility. Our economists predict a narrow trading range for interest rates this year. This suggests a strategy of selling
volatility (giving up convexity to get yield) for investors who agree with this outlook.

Agency CMOs Long CMOs are cheap, especially Zs. Liquidity is limited, but these bonds should still appeal to long-term investors.
Ten-year sequentials offer about 10bp more OAS than comparable PACs and pass-throughs.

IOs and POs Sharpen your prepay pencil. Although the pricing efficiency of the mortgage market is currently high, IO/PO combos can still
add value. However, investors must be willing to accept coupon and origination-year mismatches. We favor IOs backed by
1993 and 1999 originations and POs backed by 1996–1998 collateral.

Nonagency CMOs Fifteen-year pass-throughs offer OAS advantages of about 30bp over comparable agency pass-throughs and 5bp-10bp over
five-year AAA CMBSs — advantages that are historically attractive.
Ten-year sequentials offer 15bp–25bp more OAS than comparable NASs.

ARMs Hybrid ARMs are cheap to short agency CMOs and competitive with 15-year collateral. GNMA TBAs have widened more than
almost any other sector over the past three months. Would start looking attractive with a little more widening.

Mortgage Credit Triple-B floaters backed by subprime collateral widened to 220DM–250DM. For below-investment-grade investors, double-
Bs off prime jumbo paper are cheap (still around 600/10), although Street inventory has been significantly reduced. Alt-A
double-Bs trade about 75bp cheap to generic double-Bs. Alt-A subs should benefit from faster (than jumbo) prepay speeds
over the next several months. Pending ERISA reform could drive investment-grade sub spreads narrower.

Asset-Backeds Mid-prime wrapped autos and off-the-run prime auto paper look attractive versus LIBOR.  New issues continue to price at a
consession to the secondary market.

CMBSs Ten-year and five-year AAAs should tighten 5bp–10bp to swaps by year-end. Five-year AAA CMBS spreads are
improving as discount bonds provide insurance against a possible recessionary environment in which defaults would increase
prepayments and boost yields. Ten-year AAA CMBS are attractive for their historically high nominal yield and collateral
structure which should withstand any near or medium term economic stress scenario.
Lower-credit CMBS classes are now fairly valued (A, BBB, BBB-). These classes have benefited from a 25bp narrowing in
the credit curve so far in 2000.  Recent momentum may cause these spreads to widen 5bp further, but the CMBS credit curve
can continue to trade inside the corporate credit curve based on the strong underlying collateral structure.  Additional demand
from CBO aggregation should provide further positive demand for these lower rated CMBS classes.
Tier 2 and tier 3 CMBS issues represent excellent value for long-term investors, because the credit-tiering price effect
should diminish with demonstrated collateral pool performance.

Source: Salomon Smith Barney.

Coupon Dispersion in Hybrid ARMs
In the past investors have expressed concern about coupon6 dispersion in hybrid
ARM pools. These concerns are based on the following factors:

➤ The agencies allow a wide dispersion of coupons in a pool (in some cases close
to 200bp).

➤ The actual weighted-average coupons drift from month to month as a result of
uneven prepays from the different gross WAC groups. For modeling purposes,
the weighted-average coupon is sometimes held constant. This might result in
mispricing of the pool.7

                                                  
6
 We use “coupon” to refer to the net coupon of a pool throughout this article.

7
 For example, a mega-pool of 6.5% may be constituted of two equally weighted subpools of 7% and 6% coupons. By the end of the

first initial reset, if the subpools have 30% and 70% weights, respectively, owing to different prepay rates, the net coupon would
have drifted to 6.3%. At that time, assuming the one-year CMT rate of 6% and a net margin of 2%, both the subpools will reset to
8%. Sometimes, for computational efficiency, the mega-pool might be run as a 6.5% coupon throughout the reset period and would
also reset to 8%. Hence, the coupons might tend to drift between reset periods and longer initial reset can cause mispricings.
Although this might not always be the case, our objective is to discuss some possible conservative scenarios.
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We do a simple exercise of breaking down a mega-pool into its constituent subpools.
We then price the mega-pool (as one coupon) and a weighted portfolio of individual
coupons under similar pricing assumptions. The difference in theoretical prices
indicates the extent of mispricing caused by coupon dispersion.

Methodology
To keep the exercise simple, we use a barbell of coupons to simulate the price
differentials. For example, 6% and 7% subpools can be weighted equally to create a
6.5% mega-pool to simulate a 100bp coupon dispersion (a 6.5% mega-pool can also
be created from a 6.25% and a 6.75% subpool).

We price seven coupons in the range of 6%–7.5%. We then compare the price of
each of these coupons to as many equally-weighted coupon portfolios as we can
create. For example, the price of the 6.5% coupon can be compared to the portfolios
mentioned above — 6% with 7% (100bp dispersion) and 6.25% with 6.75% (50bp
dispersion).

We run the same exercise at 100% of the model at constant OAS and also under a
constant DM with pricing CPR assumptions.

Results
We present the results in Figure 24 (100% model/constant OAS assumptions) and
Figure 25 (pricing CPR/constant DM assumptions).

For example, in Figure 24 for the case of 150bp dispersion, if the 6.0% and 7.50%
subpools were individually priced and equally weighted, the average price for the
6.75% portfolio would have been (93.609 + 98.523)/2 = 96.066. This is about 4 1/2
ticks lower than 96.204, the price of the individual 6.75% coupon.

As the results show, the impact of a dispersion less than 100bp is not significant
even for the higher coupons. Also, the impact under the constant CPR assumption is
slightly less in general, indicating the speeds around reset of coupons (as captured in
the prepay model ) can increase the extent of mispricing. Also, we get similar results
even at 120% to 130% of the market.
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Figure 24.  Impact of Coupon Dispersion on Pricing of 5X1 Hybrid ARMs (100% of the Model/120bp OAS),
as of 24 May 00

Price at (Projected CPR %) Coupon Dispersion

Coupon (%) 120bp OAS 1 Yr LT 50bp 100bp 150bp

6.00 93.609 3.5 14.0
6.00/6.50

6.25 94.496 3.8 14.4 -0.010
6.25/6.75 6.00/7.00

6.50 95.364 4.3 14.6 -0.014 -0.050
6.50/7.00 6.25/7.25 6.00/7.50

6.75 96.204 4.8 14.8 -0.013 -0.055 -0.138
6.75/7.25 6.50/7.50

7.00 97.019 5.3 14.9 -0.016 -0.076
7.00/7.50

7.25 97.802 6.0 15.3 -0.031

7.50 98.523 7.3 16.2
Hybrid ARMS used have 60 months to roll, 225bp net margin and 300bp gross margin.
Source: Salomon Smith Barney.

Figure 25.  Impact of Coupon Dispersion on Pricing of 5X1 Hybrid ARMs (Constant %CPR/180bp DM), as
of 24 May 00

Price at (Constant CPR %) Coupon Dispersion

Coupon (%) 180bp DM 1 Yr LT 50bp  100bp 150bp

6.00 94.744 14.0 14.0
6.00/6.50

6.25 95.545 14.5 14.5 -0.032
6.25/6.75 6.00/7.00

6.50 96.282 15.0 15.0 -0.018 -0.074
6.50/7.00 6.25/7.25 6.00/7.50

6.75 96.983 15.5 15.5 -0.006 -0.044 -0.127
6.75/7.25 6.50/7.50

7.00 97.672 16.5 16.5 -0.014 -0.047
7.00/7.50

7.25 98.333 17.5 17.5 -0.013

7.50 98.968 18.5 18.5
Hybrid ARMS used have 60 months to roll, 220bp net margin and 277bp gross margin.
Source: Salomon Smith Barney.

Notes (Minor Details)
➤ The portfolio of coupons will capture the coupon drift because each subpool will

pay down at a different rate and the portfolio price will automatically
incorporate the weighted-average coupon outstanding at any point in time.

➤ The individual coupon price is different from the price of the portfolio because
of the negative convexity caused by prepayments (price rises less than
proportionately with coupon). Prices would be almost linear in coupons were the
cash flows to follow the scheduled amortization — the differences are mostly
due to higher prepay rates for premiums.

➤ In general for a pool with 50bp-100bp of coupon dispersion, the effect may not
be great in the current rate environment. However, when the coupon stack is
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mostly premium (with aggressive prepay assumptions) and the dispersions are
much higher, the effect will be larger.

➤ Two subpools can be weighted in infinitely many ways to create a mega-pool.
However, an equal weight for the two subpools is a conservative assumption and
captures close to the maximum price difference that a portfolio of two coupons
can generate (e.g., in an extreme case, if the entire weight was on one subpool,
there will be no difference in price). Also, it can be shown from a simple
concave (negatively convex) curve, y = x^0.5, that the maximum value for
[w*x1 + (1 - w)*x2]^0.5 - [w*x1^0.5 + (1 - w)*x2^0.5] is attained at close to w
= 0.5 for 0 <= w <= 1, x1 and x2 being the two extreme points.

➤ In reality, a pool will have many more than two coupons. A quick way to use the
results above might be to create a list of coupons sorted by percentage weight,
create barbells of adjacent coupons, estimate the mispricing for each barbell, and
then move on to the next layer of barbells with the weighted-average coupons
from the first level and so on.

Unfortunately, dispersion in rolls is independent of the problem of dispersion in
coupons. We will write a follow-up article in the future


